
PLATINPLEX 

Decoplex 9 tones 

PlatinPlex Deco with the new active protection technology Poliamino Condensed Sugar Receive fast 

lightening of up to 9 tones, at the same time orderly extraordinarily soft, shiny and silky hair. The complex 

of amino acids and sugars contained in the formula protects the stem from breaking. The anti-yellow tone 

softens unwanted reflections for a perfect bleaching without compromise.  

How to use: mix in the ratio 1: 2 (1 part of powder + 2 parts of oxidant), for example 30 g of PlatinPlex 

Deco with 60 g of Origyn Oxigene 20-30-40 Vol. Apply the mixture on dry hair and not washed. Hold for 20 

to 30 minutes, depending on the desired lightening degree, frequently checking the level reached. Rinse 

thoroughly, apply Origyn Shampoo treated hair to remove the product and Origyn Bondix Spray to finish 

the hair structure avoiding breakage. 

ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL USE. READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 

Platinplex Shampoo 

Platinplex shampoo for treated hair, thanks to the nourishing properties and the high biological value of 

the Amaranth extract, reconstructs the stressed and parched hair by treatments such as bleaching and 

highlights, giving strength, shine and softness. Amaranth, thanks to a high content of Lysine, provides the 

fundamental proteins for the health and beauty of the hair.  

How to use: apply the shampoo on damp hair, massage gently and leave on for 2 minutes, then rinse. 

Bondix Spray 

Bondix Spray is the ideal keratin and collagen treatment to hydrate, strengthen and repair the hair, making 

the hair shiny, smooth, soft and silky.  

How to use: vaporize Bondix Spray on damp hair and distribute it with a comb. Dry and proceed with the 

crease without rinsing. 

Mousse Extra Blond 

PlatinPlex Mousse Extra Blond Silver is designed to turn off yellow tones in bleaching or very light colors 

without leaving violet, blue or pinkish reflections. The Plex molecule acts as a protection allowing more 

accentuated lightening.  

How to use: add one or two nut-quantity of mousse with the mixture for a platinum effect, or apply 

directly to the hair after coloring or bleaching to remove the yellow and enhance the silver tone. Do not 

rinse. 


